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INTRODUCTION: Dried blood spot (DBS) are the recommended specimens for Newborn Screening (NBS)
when biochemical markers are measured. Adaptation of methods designed for analytes determination in
serum/plasma for use in DBS requires exhaustive adaptation and validation to guarantee results
reliability. OBJECTIVE: To present the operative and analytical adaptations introduced to the Architect
TSH kit from Abbott designed for human TSH quantification in serum/plasma, to be used in NBS for
Congenital Hypothyroidism working on DBS. MATERIAL AND METHODS: Architect TSH is a third
generation Chemiluminescent Microparticle Immunoassay (CMIA) (functional sensitivity: 0.0036 μU/ml),
designed to be processed in a random access Architect autoanalyzer from Abbott. TSH determination
requires 150 μL serum/plasma plus 50 μL of dead volume. Samples aspiration is made from primary
tubes or sample cups. For assay adaptation, different variables were tried to optimize sample punching,
elution and aspiration, measurement and results calculation: a) elution buffers (PBS, PBS/Albumin 1 %,
Tris pH=8.0, and AutoDELFIA® TSH buffer), b) elution volumes (250 to 400 μl), c) sample cups
centrifugation (speed and time), d) elution conditions (60’/room temperature vs overnight/2-8 °C), e) post-
elution agitation (mode, speed and time), and f) calibration mode (dilution factor vs DBS calibration
curve). Considering the DBS micro-volume, sample dilution and sample matrix, TSH calibrators on DBS
(PerkinElmer) were run as unknown together with samples and controls. RESULTS: Final optimized assay
conditions were as follows: a) punch 1/8” calibrators, samples and controls discs in sample cups, b)
dispense 400 μl of PBS and allow to stand 10’, c) centrifuge sample cups 5’/3400 rpm, d) elute
overnight/2-8 °C, e) agitate 10’/210 rpm, f) load racks samples into the autoanalyzer, g) start the run, h)
upload readings (RLUs), i) load RLUs in Multicalc Software, and j) calculate TSH concentrations regarding
the DBS calibration curve. Autoanalyzer and assay performances were monitored processing serum and
DBS controls, respectively. CONCLUSIONS: The Architect TSH adapted/optimized assay conditions
allowed its implementation in NBS routine. In spite sample preparation is time- and labor-intensive, it can
be put in line with the usual NBS Laboratory procedures. The Architect TSH functional sensitivity allowed
optimal analytical responses despite the DBS micro-volume and sample dilution. To include DBS
calibration curves was critical to optimize inter-run responses. Simultaneous work with 2 Architect
i2000SR analyzers allows completing ≈ 1000 tests/4.5 hrs.
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